Nixon Drops Gray's F.B.I. Nomination

SANT CLEMENTE, Calif. — President Richard Nixon announced on Monday night that he had rejected the nomination of L. Patrick Gray Jr. to be his Attorney General. In a televised address, the President said the decision was made "at the request of Mr. Gray, who has been acting F.B.I. director for nearly a year now." Gray had been nominated earlier in the day by the Senate Judiciary Committee, at a hastily called plenary session, temporarily blacked-out by Senate Democratic Wireless, and was set to go down in history as the first Senate leader to be defeated on a confirmation vote in eight years.

Nixon said Gray had asked to withdraw his nomination and that he had accepted the request. "I was informed that Mr. Gray wished to withdraw his nomination," the President said. "I have it on his authority that he so requested." Gray, a former Army major general and head of the FBI's security operations, had been nominated to replace William H. Webster, who had resigned in January.

Gray's nomination had been blocked by a maneuver by Senate Democratic Whip Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who had proposed a motion to strike the nomination from the record. The motion was agreed to by a voice vote, and the nomination was defeated by a vote of 86-27. The vote came after a heated debate that lasted for several hours, with both sides accusing the other of blocking the nomination.

Student groups were upset by the decision. "We're upset about the decision," said a spokesman for the American University Student Association. "We feel that the FBI needs a new leader." The FBI, a federal law enforcement agency, is responsible for investigating crimes and enforcing federal laws.

Professor Charles H. Franklin, a political science professor at Northwestern University, said the decision was "a bad idea." He said the FBI needed a "strong leader." The FBI is responsible for investigating crimes and enforcing federal laws.

The FBI, a federal law enforcement agency, is responsible for investigating crimes and enforcing federal laws.

President Richard Nixon, who was succeeded by President Jimmy Carter, was a former Army major general and head of the FBI's security operations. He had been nominated to replace William H. Webster, who had resigned in January.
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whining results of the lettuce referendum clearly illustrate that the administration has given a clear mandate to the students on the campus. The students have once again shown that they are prepared to take to the streets to fight for a better future for the campus.

We must now meet to discuss the results and the implica-
tions of the referendum, and work together to build a stronger community. We must stand united in our efforts to ensure that the lettuce is purchased in a way that is both fair and equitable.

The lettuce referendum is a clear victory for the students, and we must use this momentum to continue our struggle for justice and equality. We must work together to ensure that the lettuce is purchased in a way that benefits the local community and supports the workers.
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Letters to the Editor

Indirect Council Elections Would Create Oligarchic Body

By Deborah Odebi

Jadyn Adams

From: "To the under-graduates and administrators of the anthropology department (PhD-P11+)", it seems that the anthropology faculty is reluctant to provide the needed support for an Anthropology Club. I feel that Prof. Dr. B. G. D. of M.E. didn't direct the aide to be the one, calling Ms. O. "the center of the controversy." However, this correspondence mentions the reasons behind the meeting, for the fact that the Anthropology Club was not interested in any manifestation of leadership or participation among the members of the Anthropology Club. As far as I can see, the information provided by Prof. Dr. B. G. D. is not quite accurate. If the Anthropology Club is not interested in any manifestation of leadership or participation among the members of the Anthropology Club, then it is no wonder that the Anthropology Club is not interested in any manifestation of leadership or participation among the members of the Anthropology Club, because the Anthropology Club is not interested in any manifestation of leadership or participation among the members of the Anthropology Club.

The solution to this, and many similar problems cannot be found by asking others to do what they are already doing. Indeed, I am seriously thinking about transferring here next year. If, for example, the present housing situation is similar to that of several hundred students, what are they going to do next year? If they are going to continue to live in the same dormitories and then move to new dormitories, or demonstrate some new form of protest? A housing shortage cannot be created in order to eliminate a housing shortage. Simply, the housing shortage must be met in order to eliminate the housing shortage, and the only way to do that is to look at the system as a whole and work to ensure that the system functions properly.

The problem is not one of policy, but of the system as a whole, and to solving this problem, the Anthropology Club must work with the University administration to ensure that the system functions properly.
Flesh-Eating Ghouls Slobber Gore
In Annenberg Alumni's 'Carnival'

BY BRYN APPLEBAUM

Philadelphia, Pa. — Alarmed by the horror of an Italian movie, a group of friends will have a special showing Saturday night of Italian horror films. The film is the denouement of a series of thrillers on Annenberg night scheduled for communications, director Chris Spier and producer Walter Lathrop.

Speculating on the film's "little evil fairy tale," the Philadelphia Magazine described it, "Ghoul meets a really good scare."

"Not Approved by Congress"

By United Press International

Washington, D.C. — The Senate voted 87 to 1 Thursday to President Nixon from spending money to rebuild North Vietnam unless the administration is approved by Congress, Reconstruction opponents said they wanted, through the vote, to draw a line in the sand.

"In Annenberg Alumni's 'Carnival'"

The carnival site is the former Willow Grove Amusement Park now called Willow Grove University Recreation Area. The special preview of "Malatesta's Carnival" is sponsored by the Annenberg Alumni Association.

"Malatesta's Carnival" is sponsored by the Annenberg Alumni Association.

The carnival site is the former Willow Grove Amusement Park now called Willow Grove University Recreation Area. The special preview of "Malatesta's Carnival" is sponsored by the Annenberg Alumni Association.
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The carnival site is the former Willow Grove Amusement Park now called Willow Grove University Recreation Area. The special preview of "Malatesta's Carnival" is sponsored by the Annenberg Alumni Association.

Malatesta's Carnival: Where the joint is creeping with flesh-eating ghouls and where the ghouls bite down costs and provide atmosphere which is as important as horror films.

"We're taking every precaution to make sure we can cope with all the problems people may have from the extreme scariness of the movie.

"We will have a nurse on duty at the box office."

"If you're going to be scared beyond your wildest nightmare, don't come alone.

"Mallows' ghouls bites the hands that feed them - the eyes, the thighs - Tomorrow"
Stickemn Hope to Intercede

By RUDY ROSSING

For the past three years, the success of the Yale lacrosse team has depended on the performance of one person—attackman Tim Fagan. All-American, and Yale’s top scorer over the past two seasons, Fagan is the heart and soul of Yale’s offensive attack.

This year, however, things are looking up even more than usual. Yale is off to a 4-1 start, and Fagan seems to be hitting his stride. Against Harvard, Fagan had 10 goals, and against Dartmouth, he had 12.

The Yale attack has been led by Fagan, who has scored 30 goals in the first five games. He is currently averaging 6.3 goals per game, which is the highest average in Yale history.

Despite Fagan’s production, Yale is only 4-1 this season. The team has struggled on defense, and has given up 150 goals in 11 games. However, the offense has been strong, averaging 14.9 goals per game.

The key to Yale’s success this season has been the chemistry between Fagan and the rest of the attack. Despite Fagan’s scoring prowess, the team has relied on him to set up others for easy goals.

Fagan’s leadership has been crucial for the team’s success. His ability to create scoring opportunities has allowed Yale to stay competitive against some of the top teams in the country.

Yale’s next game is against Dartmouth on Sunday. A win would solidify Yale’s position as one of the top teams in the nation. Fagan and the rest of the attack will be looking to continue their high-scoring ways against the Big Green.